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INTERPRETATION OF X-RAY SPECTRA FROM NEON PLASMAS
PRODUCED BY GAS IMPLOSIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

Spatially-resolved x-ray spectra were collected for neon plasmas produced

by imploding hollow annular gas puffs with the Gamble II pulsed power genera-

tor. Absolute emissivity values were obtained for the radiation emitted in

the Ne IX and Ne X discrete transitions as well as for the total x-ray

emission over the spectral range, 900-1600 eV. The analyzed spectra corre-

spond to two different risetime driving currents produced with or without the

adjunction of a plasma erosion opening switch (PEOS) between the generator and

the gas puff. Details of the experimental arrangement, data analysis and

results with tabulated values of the spectral energies and line widths have

been reported (1).

Neon K-shell discrete transitions consist of the np-is series of Ne IX

(helium-like) and Ne X (hydrogen-like) ions. The first lines of each ion main

series are listed in Table I together with some basic atomic parameters. The

line wavelengths for Ne X are taken from the computation of Garcia and Mack

(2) while the energy levels of Ne IX are extracted from the tables of Ermolaev

and Jones (3) which are based on refined calculations of two-electron ion

states. The radiative probabilities, A, and oscillator strengths, f, were

computed using the atomic structure code provided by Cowan (4) although the

hydrogenic values are obtained straightforwardly.

The interpretation of our spectra is based, on one hand, on derivations

from line or continuum intensity measurements and, on the other hand, on the

conclusions from line profile observations. In Section II, the plasma Si

electron temperature is inferred from line ratios, and electron density

estimates are derived from the measured lowering of the ionization threshold

in the spectra. In Section III, we indicate a range of values for the

Manuscript approved December 16. 1986.



Ne .IX and Ne X Triusition

Ne IX -I-- :lp s. ,

n AA EeV A
x 1012 s

- 1

He-a 13.447 922 ).16 0.-

intercomb. .55 0.0043 n

3 Hie-3 11.547 1074 2.62 0.>l

He-y 11.000 1127 i.10 0.",.,

5 He -6 10.76 1151 0.57 0 '

10.64 1164 0.337 .-

10.56 1173 0.22 3

Ne X Is-np series I.? .....

EeV A
x 1012 .-1

2 L-a 12.134 1022 6.265 0.

3 10.239 1211 1.672

9.708 1277 0.6818 0.5!

-, 9.481 1308 0.3437 0.""

6 9. 362 1324 0 1Q7 o.JIJ

9.291 1334 0 5 .
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implosion diameter, and for ion velocities during the x-ray radiation phase of

the implosion, thereby, accounting for broad line profiles observed in the

spectra. Section IV is devoted to relative ionic population considerations

based on the absolute line intensity measurements. These results are summa-

rized in Section V.

II. NEON PLASMA THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETERS: TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY

A. Temperature Estimates

In this section the plasma electron temperature is derived from tempera-

ture-dependent theoretical line ratios equated to the observed ratios. The

latter are measured from spectral traces, such as the one presented in Fig. i,

where the energy radiated in a given discrete transition is obtained directly

from the computed intensity values summed over the line profile. Details for

this derivation are given in Ref. 1. The trace shown in Fig. i corresponds to

a neon implosion generated without the switch. The intensity is on a log

scale to emphasize the weaker portions of the spectrum.

n ----------- -6 Ne X
>1020 n 2 Ne IX

1019

1018 / 4 i=t

1017 ' ,I- -
LU

S1016- L ,
850 1000 1150 1300

ENERGY (eV)

Figure 1. Intensity traces with Ne IY and Ne X lines
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To calculate a discrete line intensity, one confronts the problem of

describing the distribution of the ions among the various stages of ionization

in abundance and, among the various excited levels of each ion. Various

plasma ionization models are commonly used (5) with accepted criteria of

applicability. We shall restrict ourselves here, to a few line intensity

predictions using different ionization equilibria according to the pair of

excited levels involved in the ratio. In the three cases considered below the

corresponding assumptions will be justified. In all cases, the predictions

will be made assuming a large probability of escape through the plasma for the

photons, i.e., in the so-called optically thin approximation. In the section

on line profiles, we shall give a justification for this procedure in a high

density plasma (>1018 cm-3). Finally, since only steady-state solutions will

be considered for simplicity, we shall discuss briefly the validity of the

ionization models for imploding plasmas where electron temperature and/or

density variations may take place at too fast a rate relative to the relaxa-

tion rates of the dominant atomic processes.

(1) Thermodynamic equilibrium

Two discrete levels n, n' (n<n') can be considered to be in thermal

equilibrium if the electronic density, Ne, in the plasma reaches the value

(6):

Ne > 1.7 1014 ( 3

for Ne in cm 3, and plasma temperature, Te, and energy level difference.

AEn,n', in eV. For all the levels of Ne IX and Ne X ions with n > 2. AEnn,

< 66 eV so, for an "equilibrium" Te < 200 eV, we can assume Boltzmann popula-

tions in the neon plasma except for the ground state and the n-2 states

provided:

. . .- .. - . .. - - 4".,,% & \' . -,. 
,-



Ne > 7.1020

These conditions are usually met everywhere in the imploded neon plasmas. We

note that the n-2 levels would achieve Boltzmann populations for electronic

densities in excess of 1022 cm 3 which could be attained on axis at the end

of the time of full implosion (see below).

(2) Collisionally-dominated equilibrium

It is reasonable to consider that the n-2 levels are mainly populated by

electron-collisional excitation from the ground state. This so-called

"coronal limit" equilibrium is valid for electron densities smaller than

N with:
e j~n Anj

N -
e <Onl.V>

with: j lower state, n excited state, Anj radiative probability, <acn-lv>

collisional deexcitation rate from level n to ground state in cm3/s. For

the Ne IX and Ne X transitions we find the condition Ne << N is always ful-e

filled for n-2 and n-3 as long as Te < 140 eV.

With this model the line intensity (a and P transitions) is simply:

An.

In- I - hv.Ne'ni <alnnV>IA (1)

the last factor being -1 for the a (n-2) transitions. For the collisional ex-

citation rate values <al.n.v> we used the parametric derivation of Sobelman,

et al. (Ref. 5 p 212) in the Coulomb-Born approximation. Ne is the electron

density (cm 3 ) and n i is the number of ions in the ground state. The line

intensitj is expressed in the same units as the transition energy (hv) per

second.

This "coronal" approximation is reasonable to predict the a line intensi-

ties, for small optical depths in these transitions. Even if this were not

5
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realistic for our high density plasmas, we restrict our line ratio derivation

in this limit to the a line ratio, R I(He-a) for which the opacity effect

should be of comparable magnitude for both transitions with oscillator

strengths differing by less than a factor of 2 (f values in Table I).

At this point we stress the influence of a temperature differerze between

the emitting ions, on the predicted a line ratio R. In the absence of time- I
resolved data for the different ion lines we rely on our line ratio observa-

tions (see (4)) to support the assumption of different regions in the plasma

corresponding to each ion maximum radiation. However, this plasma model seems

realistic for a fast-moving implosion-generated plasma where the population

density rates of change depend on the electron density and temperature time-

1.4
I (He a) N, (Ne X)

1 (L) N, , 1 (Ne X)

1.2
X

A Ne IX Temperature
0

1.0 . 100
x 110
a 120

0.8 O 130

RIQ

0.6 -
I

0.4 0

0.2

0.0 AT e
0 10 20

AT osX )

Figure 2. Effect of a temperature difference on the predicted line intensit:'
ratio of the a-lines in Ne IX and X ions. AT -TNe X -TNe IX"
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evolution during the radiation. The collisional excitation rates <cl_2v>

were calculated for several temperatures in the range 100 - 130 eV and the

ratio R derived for a temperature difference AT between the Ne IX and Ne X

ions of 0, 10 and 20 eV. The electronic density was considered constant in

all emitting regions. Calling p the ion relative population, P = Ni(Ne IX)

we plot the value of- versus AT in Fig. 2. The temperature in this figure
P

is the lower one ascribed to the Ne IX ion region (or emission time). Clear-

ly the predicted line ratio takes into account only one temperature-dependent

factor, the collisional excitation rates, while associating each ion

population to each region. This procedure is justified only because of the

much larger Ne IX population (see in IV Table VI) allowing to disregard this

ion contribution from the higher temperature zone.

(3) Collisional-radiative equilibrium for 2p and 3d levels of Ne N

A striking characteristic of the collisional excitation rates of hydrog-

en-like ions is the much larger magnitude of the 2 p to 3d rate compared to the

other rates (5) for plasma temperatures in the range 100-200 eV. This allows

a simple description of the steady-state population distribution between the

n=2 and n-3 levels of Ne X. Neglecting ionization and recombination rates, we

may include simply 2p-3d collisional excitation and de-excitation processes

and radiative decays. We obtain for the a to 0 line ratio:

'cRLTE(I+)

where the factor I represents departure from local-thermodynamic equilibrium
189
T

(LTE). For Ne X: RLTE - 3.165 e (T in eV) and:

7.8x10 2  (189 + 0.418 T)

k 189 + T

We have used excitation rate parameters from Ref. 5; the electron densit. is

expressed as k x 1021 cm- 3 ; and the plasma electron temperature, T, s in e.

7
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able I gives predicted line ratios for s . Drns ons of Ne 'i z

model. These ratios were evaluated in the temperature range, 100 to 15'.

and the density range, 1021 (coronal limit) to 102 C-LTE) per c-r. (i.e..

I < <10. The coronal limit (k-l) values were obtained for collisional

excitation processes Is-3p which become predominant for k<!.

-able II Predicted line intensity ratios, I(L-) for Ne X

Te eV 100 110 120 130 140 150

>10 -LTE 21 18 15 13.5 12

10 22 19 16 14 13 12

k 5 20 17 15 12.5

1coa25 18 16.5 15 13.5

1-coronl 27 23 21 19

(W) Plasma temperature determinations

, e have measured the line intensity ratios for the transitions--

transitions) for both ions Ne IX and Ne X. For the Ne IX line ratios

HeS,'?e-y), the measured values, averaged over several shots, are 3.5-4.1>

corresponding to a temperature of 80-115 eV assuming that the excited levels

(AtE - 53 eV) are in thermodynamic equilibrium. The same line ratio for the Ne

:ons varies from 3.6 to 4.0, corresponding to 100-150 eV for Ne X ions

assuming LTE for the upper levels).

The line ratio for higher Rvdberg members. such as 1/5 (transit.ons

- is determined with iarger e:.xerimenta! uncertainty due to tne .,::e:

.s!he intensities over back-round. . t he sare t ::e the ratio OeCl.t< -

* " -:: -iratre sensitive (in our plasma temperature ranze due to ..

_c'7r evei energy difference (24 and 31 eV resecve e or the Y :r

Se ... and Ne X ions). Therefore. we Mave not used these inr-m:....--...

" :; :- -ns or temr, erat'ure oeter~s:cr.F.zl

77 - the measured r,ti0 0' ".. ...

L~j A!W Jr~jr 'j S
a%

-~ ~ i -(*'DAWMEM-



(L-a/L-+3) with a fairly constant value of 20 to 22 for the shots without the

PECS we estimated from Table II predicted ratios, the plasma temperature to be

in the 100-130 eV range when the electron density remains in the range 3 1021-

1022 cm "3 (see below). This corroborates the temperature estimates derived

from the Ne X 0/1 line ratio.

From this preliminary analysis, the inhomogeneous character of the plasma

already emerges with the picture that radiation from the hydrogen-like ions

originates from regions at higher temperature than the regions responsible for

the helium-like radiation. Clearly, these temperature spatial gradients could

be correlated to temporal gradients, the peak emission occurring at different

times for each ion during the final implosion.

We did not derive any temperatures from the line intensity ratios

measured for the spectra obtained from shots with the PEOS. The 3p-ls transi-

tions often are too weak and uncorrelated to the 2p-ls line intensity to be

analyzed. It seems that, in the discharges with the PEOS, the shorter

duration plasma emission, as well as the slightly lower densities, (see below)

enhance the non-stationary character of the imploding plasma. However, the

trend towards smaller values for the a/0 line ratios (-3) indicates slightly

higher temperatures than in the shots without the switch, the Ne X ions

emitting from regions closer to 150 eV.

We recall that the ion relaxation time (defined as the time to establish

a steady-state population of the ion ground state) can be estimated, for an

hydrogen-like ion such as Ne X, in the collisional radiative model of partly

non-stationary plasmas (7), the model accounting for temporal changes in the

particle densities. Making use of Drawin's tabulation of relaxation times <8)

we note that, for a temperature around 100 eV and an electron density of 10"I

%9

"p
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cm"3 , the ground state stationary population of Ne X ions will be reached in

about 300 nsec. This relaxation time will be of the order of the plasma

lifetime (-20 nsec) for a temperature around 115 eV and an electron density

around 5.1021 cm
3.

Since we have estimated the ionic velocities near the time of full

implosion to be of the order of 5.107 cm/sec (see Section III), a variation in

electronic density by a factor of 5 (above 1021 cm- 3 ) will occur in -3 nsec

for a 3 mm radius plasma being further pinched at this velocity.

It is thus conceivable that, a steady-state population of the ion ground

levels could be reached only very marginally at the end of the radiation

duration, a situation where the use of any time-independent model to describe

the plasma is highly questionable.

B. Density Estimates

The Coulomb interaction that bounds the nucleus to the excited electron

in an emitting ion, may be screened by the surrounding ions and free electrons

in a dense plasma. A major perturbation caused by this screening and, since

long recognized (Debye and Huckel 1923) is the lowering of the ionization

limit and the cutoff of the number of bound states. We observed in our neon

spectra, a clear advance of the is-np series limit for both Ne IX and Ne X

ions with the highest lying ion state corresponding to n-7 or n-6. This is

displayed in Fig. 3 where the measured ionization potentials perturbed by

ionic or electronic pressure are indicated. Two spectral traces are shown

for a shot generated with the PEOS at two different locations along the plasma

column. (Figs. 3a and 3b) Fig. 3c corresponds to a shot without the PEOS and

also without spatial resolution. In these traces, the last members of the Ne

IX series are shown with the measured limit at the indicated energy i.e.,

10
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lower than the unperturbed limit of 1196 eV. Fig. 3d corresponds to a shot

without the PEOS, but with spatial resolution and presents the last members of

the Ne X series with the measured limit at an energy lower than the unper-

turbed limit of 1362 eV. The measured lowering of the ionization limit (AE)

varies from 20 to 30 eV for both ion series depending on the shot and on the

location along the plasma column. The accuracy of the observed ionization-

limit measurements is + 2 eV for shots with a low intensity continuum (e.g. ,

Figs. 3a-3b) and is slightly better for the shots in Figs. 3c and 3d.

Measured values for AIE expressed in eV are tabulated in Table III for a few

shots with or without the PEOS.

Note that, despite the observed line large widths (Fig. 3c) the continuum

onset cannot be accounted for by the merging of broadened levels (electronic

* pressure) as in the standard interpretation (9) since the main contribution to

the line widths is not density related (see III). Therefore, when the con-

tinuum onset is measurable as an intensity step it is not due to the merging

of weak lines.

The most complete formulation of the lowering of the ionization potential

of a radiating ion by the field of neighboring ions and electrons has been

proposed by Stewart and Pyatt (10). They consider time-averaged charge

distributions around the nucleus according to Thomas -Fermi-Dirac statistics

for the electrons and a Maxwell -Boltzmann distribution for the ions; both the

p ion sphere and the Debve-Hackel results appear as limiting cases. Using these

-iuthors' derivation in the plasma region where the free-electron density is

much larger than the ion (hence bound electron) density, the reduction in the

ionization potential is written:

.Eev - T [(.)+ '
2(Z + 1) ] 1

12



Table III

Plasma electron density from lowering of the ionization potential.

shot ion plasma AE (observed) Ne
# location eV xl02 1cm 3

Ne IX 26 6

2531 cathode 2

Ne X 27 6

Ne IX 21-26 3-6
2585* along plasmaNe X length 25 4

2593* Ne IX cathode 23 4

2868 IX spatially- 30 -10

Ne X integrated 30 8

spatially-
2870 Ne IX integrated 31 -10

*Shots obtained with the PEOS.

where Z* is the average charge of the plasma (we shall use here Z 8.7 for

our neon plasma in agreement with the relative ionic populations derived in

Table VI), Ro is the ion sphere radius, and D is the Debye length (or radius).

It is usually considered that the Debye-Huckel approximation is valid in

a region where is small so that:

AE Zi e2  Z i ion net charge

D

Ro3

while in the region where () is large the ion-sphere model is preferred which

gives: e2

AE - !. Zi. -
2 Ro

Applying the usual definition of the Debye length (when both electron and

13



ion shielding are taken into account): D2- kT. , to our plasma,

4re2 Ne+ZNiZi
2

we find:

D2 - 55.26x104.T 1 and D-239 T

Ne(l+
8 .7 ) e 1

Similarly for the neon plasma considered, the ion-sphere radius is given by:

Ro 3 =Zi ,and R o - 1.25 Ne "I/ 3

4/3rN e

Table IV gives values of R o and D for relevant plasma parameters, T and Ne.

Table IV

Ne Ro  D(A)

cm 3  A 80 100 120 150 1Te(eV

1020 27 21 23.5 26 29

5.1020 16 9.6 10.7 11.7 13.1

1021 13 7 7.5 8 9

5.1021 7 3 3.3 3.7 4.1

1022 6 2 2 2.6 2.9

Note that the atomic matrix element <r > for the np orbit of the Ne X
(hydrogenic) ion is, in cm: <rn> - 2.645. (3n2-2)

For n-6 we calculate: <r6>- 2.8 x 10-
8 cm

Noting that, for an electron density of 5.1021 cm
3 the ratio tRi 3 becomes of

the order of 10, we shall start the derivation by using the ion sphere model,

thus excluding a preliminary estimate of the plasma temperature (considered in

equilibrium for ions and electrons in the Debye's model). The ion sphere

approximation should be consistent with the derived density. It yields:

AEeV - 3/2 e2
. Zi2/3 (4/3nNe)I/3

which gives:

14
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AE - 15.10- 7 Ne1 /3 for Ne X ions

AE - 14.10- 7 Ne1/3 for Ne IX ions

Using this approximation, we have estimated the plasma electron density

Ne corresponding to the measured AE values tabulated in Table III. The

densities are listed in the last column with + 20% uncertainty (within the

plasma ion sphere model) due to our measurement accuracy.

Despite the limited accuracy of this density diagnostic which relies on

the electron field statistical model, we conclude that large densities are

attained at the time of radiation by both neon ions. For shots without the

PEOS the electron density reaches values of the order of 6 to lOxl0 2 1 cm 3

while slightly lower values of 4 to 5x10 2 1 result for shots with the PEOS.

To this range of electron densities correspond ionic densities of the

order of N and average ionic distance in the plasma (4/3Ni)-1 /3 of the

order of 5 to 10 A, that is not much larger than the atomic matrix element

<r6> calculated above. A cut-off of the ion Rydberg states can thus be

expected around n-6 through the process of pressure ionization.

The spectral traces in Figs. 3a and 3b emphasize this dependence of the

most excited level on the plasma field, the level with n-7 disappearing in a

plasma region (3b) of higher density. Despite our absolute measurement

limited accuracy it is clear, from the comparison of traces in Fig. 3a and

Fig. 3b, that the n-7 level characteristic evolution corresponds to a varia-

tion in electron density by a factor of 2 between two plasma regions separated

by only 1 cm.

The mass loading conditions for neon implosions were discussed in Ref. 1.

*%e shall only recall here that for shots without the PEOS, the gas-puff load

at optimum pressure for maximum K-shell emission corresponds to 1.2 x 1018

15
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neon atoms per cm while for shots with the PEOS, there are 0.75 x 1018 neun

atoms per cm. Taking the average ionic charge in the plasma Z *8.7, we obtain

for both types of discharge a neon plasma diameter of only about 1/2 mm, in

order to account for the derived densities. The plasma region emitting

recombination continum is therefore quite pinched on the axis; it appears

reasonably uniform along the plasma length in the shots with the PEOS while it

is limited to the cathode vicinity in the shots without the PEOS.

If we ascribed the large densities derived to the densest spots were the

NeX ions and bare nuclei predominate, our values are not too conflicting with

the lower ones predicted by current modeling of gas implosions (1i),(12

[2x,0 2 1 and 2xlO2Ocm "3 respectively] since these models consider a uniform

plasma column. The plasma diameters measured from time-integrated pin-hole

pictures disagree also with the above conclusion but they clearly represent

upper limits and do not emphasize, due to overexposure, the regions with major

contribution to the radiation.

16



III. PLASMA SIZE AND MOTION

We discuss in the Appendix an "instrumental" source of line broadening

related to spectral imaging through a convex crystal of a plasma source with

finite diameter. We now consider the source of line broadening inherent in

the plasma thermodynamic and dynamic properties.

For the most intense Ne IX and Ne X lines we measured line widths from

the reduced line profiles for a shot without and a shot with the PEOS. Table

V lists full widths at half maximum (FWHM) measured at three positions along

each spectral line corresponding to three locations (CB,A) along the plasma

axis (indicated in Table V).

The large line widths observed (often of the order of 0.1 A in some

shots) cannot be accounted for by thermal Doppler broadening or by collision

broadening (ion Coulomb collisions). The first mechanism would lead to plasma

temperatures in the keV range and the second to electron densities in excess

of 102 2 cm "3 (13).

We note from the line width list (Table V) that, for a given location in

the plasma, the a and 0 lines do not differ greatly in width; this rules out a

large broadening contribution due to opacity. In fact, the latter could be

much less than expected from a dense plasma since the radiation transfer

between radially moving ions, would involve photons of different frequencies.

In fact a theory developed by Irons (14) shows that the line total intensity

may approach the optically thin value at sufficiently high streaming

velocities. In gas-jet implosions the macroscopic radial motion of ions

pinching radially during the time of x-ray emission appears as a major source

of Doppler-shifts responsible for broader asymmetrical line shapes.
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Table V

Observed FWHM, AA, in A of Ne IX and Ne X lines

region He--a He-0 L-a L-,

C 0.08 0.08 0.068 0.06

without B 0.10 -0.10 0.08 0.08
PEOS

A 0.10 0.09 -0.1 0.08

C 0.045 0.044 0.034 0.027

with B 0.047 0.033
PEOS

A 0.056 0.040 0.026 0.028

C cathode region (adjacent)

B mid-gap (1.7 cm from cathode)

A near anode (-3 cm from cathode)

The observed increase in width from cathode to anode in the shots without

the PEOS should be ascribed to the plasma size contribution (see Appendix)

since the source diameter increases from cathode to anode in these shots. In

most spectra and for both types of shots we observe a larger width for the Ne

IX lines than for the Ne X lines.

From the above observations the line widths from neon plasmas may be

interpreted as resulting from two major contributions: the ion radial motion

(Doppler shift) and the instrumental imaging of the plasma diameter. Since

both contributions are likely to be of the same order, in most shots, one

needs to derive the resulting line profile from the convolution, for each thin

shell of plasma, of the azimuthal contribution (expressed in terms of the

18



velocity component along the direction of observation) with the associated

wavelength at each radial position, followed by summation of the various

contributions. To perform such a computation we used the following repre-

sentations: the elementary line profile was taken as Gaussian with a FWHM of

0.02 A from KAP rocking-curve width and other plasma broadening process

(Coulomb collisions essentially) considerations. Also we adopted the rela-

tionship V(r)-Vo-L-between the ion radial velocity V(r) and the plasma radius
r
o

r. Finally, we need to define the maximum plasma radius ro , for ions with

maximum velocity Vo, and the minimum radius rm, the recorded radiation

corresponding, with this model, to this annulus. The quantities ro, rm and Vo

are treated as adjustable parameters and thus cannot be determined accurately.

Also because of the arbitrariness in the elementary profile width, the

comparison between our computed line profiles and the observed ones, allows us

only to estimate the range of plasma size and ion velocity.

Examples of computed profiles for the He-a and L-a lines, according to

this model, are shown in Fig. 4. The parameter values chosen are indicated.

One feature of interest, in such derived profiles, is the "split", i.e., two

closely-lying peaks in the line, (Fig. 4a) associated with a minimum radius

rm A o (that is a not-fully imploded plasma). This is indeed observed in some

shots. However, as emphasized in Fig. 4a, this splitting may be correlated

either to a not-fully imploded plasma of,2 cm inner diameter (2rm-0. 2 ) or, to

a thin plasma shell collapsing on axis with a 5.107 cm/s velocity. From

observations on a number of shots, the evidence for two narrow-width well-

resolved peaks is a good indication of the plasma radial motion. This

conclusion is also based on more accurate fitting of the profile to the

observed line shape.

19 
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Because of the similarity of the derived profiles from both potential

sources of broadening, it is not possible to determine quantitatively both the

plasma radius and the ion velocity. Another example is displayed in Fig. 4b N

where similar profiles result from either a 3 mm diameter plasma imploding at

5x10 7 cm/s or a 4 mm diameter plasma imploding at 3x107 cm/s. The comparison

of theoretical and experimental profiles indicates that the large line width

observed in the shots without the switch should be ascribed to a not-full',

imploded plasma that is an x-ray emission from ions located in an annulus with

outer diameter of at least 5 mm (Fig. 4c) and inner diameter of the order of 1

mm; in this annulus the maximum velocities (at r o ) appear in excess of 5-10 7

cm/s for the Ne IX ions. For the Ne X ions, the velocities remain close to

5.10 7 cm/s and the plasma diameter below 5 mm.

In the shots with the PEOS, the plasma is more imploded at the time of

emission, in particular the Ne X ions are confined to columns of maximum 2 mm

diameter with velocities of the order of 3x,0
7 cm/s.

Thus, the time of maximum emission appears different for each ion, the

more energetic ions lying closer to the discharge axis. The ion velocity

upper values derived here are clearly too large by at least a factor of 2

leading to inconsistency with the plasma internal energy value and also

disagreement with the model predictions (11),(12). Improved experimental data

on line widths are in need for better interpretation.
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IV. ABSOLUTE SPECTRAL LINE INTENSITIES AND IONIC POPULATIONS

We have proposed, in the preceding sections estimates for the plasma

temperature and electronic density based on spectroscopic diagnostics which do

not rely on absolute line intensity measurements. The latter could, in

principle, yield estimates of the emitting ion population using the former

independent estimates for the plasma temperature and density values.

We give in Table VI the measured absolute line intensities in eV for He-t

and L-a. These values are derived from three densitometer scans of a spectrum

obtained from a shot without the PEOS; each scan corresponds to a plasma

length of about 17% of the total as indicated in the Table first column. For

a shot with the PEOS we give an average value for the measured a line intensi-

ties, the intensity variations along the plasma length being not representa-

tive within the shot-to-shot reproducibility.

Table VI

Relative populations of Ne IX and Ne X ions and Radiative time

Radiation Energy Radiated Radiative Relative population
Source time

He-a L-a Ne IX Ne X
x10 2 1 eV ns %

0.6 cm long
near cathode 0.6 1 16 68 24

6 0.6 cm long

mid-gap 0.62 0.5 16 84 14

0.6 cm long
near anode 0.55 0.27 16 92 8

for whole
' plasma 2 3 12 36 51
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Following the previous discussion on collisional excitation of the n=2

levels of both ions, we shall attempt to derive ion ground level populations

according to equation (1). We write for the a-line radiated intensities per

sec:

I(a) - hv • Ne I n i • < al

For the plasma electronic density Ne, we take the value obtained from the

lowering of the recombination continuum onset, that is for the shots without

the PEOS an estimated average of:

Ne - 8.1021 cm
3

Considering first the cathode region with n i neon ions Ne X emitting during At

sec and n'i neon ions Ne IX during At' sec we obtained, after expressing the

collisional excitation rates <a.v> at an electron temperature of -125 eV for

Ne X excitation (to the n-2 level) and of -100 eV for Ne IX excitation:

I (La) - 24.5 1010 n i At

I (Hea) - 5.2 1010 n'i At' (2)

with the line intensities I in eV.

Using the measured line intensities given in Table VI we obtain in the

cathode region:

n i At - 3.9 x 109

n' i At' - 11 x 109

Recalling that for shots without the PEOS there are about 1.2 x 1018 neon

V atoms per cm of column (see p. 15)and assuming that most puffed atoms reach Ne

IX, Ne X or bare nucleus stage we write approximately:

n i + n'i + nnucl - 1018 per cm

el; We need an independent estimate of the relative bare nucleus population;

it was obtained from the observed intensity ratio of the y transitions

assuming for each ion that the n-4 level is in thermodynamic equilibrium with
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the next ion ground level. The ratio variation from 1 to 2, from cathode to

anode, is thus directly interpreted as a variation of the relative population

of Ne X ions to bare nuclei from 3 to 6. A similar result is obtained from

the observed ratio of the 6 transitions (n-3). We thus, allow for a popula-

tion of bare nuclei of about 30% of the Ne X ions in the cathode region and

15% or less in the other plasma regions.

With comparable radiative times for both ions, the above equations yield

estimates for ni, n'i and At - At'. The derived relative populations and

radiative times are indicated in Table VI. We note that, the 16 ns radiation

time derived is not conflicting with the spectrally and spatially integrated

(along the plasma length) x-ray diode (XRD) signals recording K-shell radia-

tion pulses of the order of 30 nsec" half-width for shots without the PEOS

(15).

The same derivation was used to obtain the ion populations in the other

regions of the plasma (Table VI). Also, for one shot without imaging slit,

the Ne X population was derived from the measured 148 intensity and found to be

also around 15% for a radiation time of about 16 nsec. For the shot with the

PEOS the fractional ion abundances were derived for the whole plasma (Table

VI) using for the electron density an estimated value of 4.10 2 1cm-3 (Table

III). However, the temperature estimate was less supported by experimental

evidence (see p. 9) so that we introduced, with some arbitrariness, a value of

Te-130 eV for excitation of the Ne IX as well as Ne X levels. The total

number of neon atoms was taken as 2.4xi01 8 .

The picture that emerges from this interpretation of the absolute line

intensity distribution in neon implosions is the predominance of the Ne IX

ions in the plasmas generated without the PEOS. The Ne X ion population

reaches only about 25% near the cathode where the ions appear to be confined.
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In contrast, the much larger Ne X abundance (-50%) along the plasmas generated

with the PEOS reflects a better and faster implosion. The shorter radiation

time obtained from time-integrated spectral intensities agrees with the K-

shell radiation narrower pulse recorded with the XRD for these shots. I
The previous derivation which yields the fractional abundance estimates

indicated in Table VI relies, for the plasmas generated without the switch, on

the original assumption that there exists a temperature difference between the

regions (and/or times) of maximum emission for both ions. We have shown that

this assumption was supported by the observed line intensity ratios. It also

appears necessary to reach a realistic value for the derived relative ion

population p according to the predicted values for R (Fig. 2). From these
p

plotted values, we observe that a temperature difference of about 20-25 eV

between both ions corresponds to a value around 0.3 for L (and thus the
P

population estimates in Table VI) while a common temperature for both ions,

consistent with the observed Ne IX line ratios, would clearly give a much too

small p value (-0.6) for this plasma temperature.

On the contrary, for the plasmas generated with the PEOS, lack of

experimental evidence to support the assumption of temperature gradients, does

yield smaller values for p (0.6-0.75), thus imposing a consistent plasma model

with a common higher temperature for both ions.

V. SUMMARY

The simple analysis that we suggested to describe the Ne IX and Ne X a

transitions that dominate the neon plasma emission, accounts for the observed

line intensity variations without any further assumption on temperature

variation along the plasma other than the initial one of a difference between

the Ne IX and Ne X emission regions in the plasmas generated without the

switch. For the shots with the PEOS, although the average plasma temperature
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appears higher, an attempt to derive it from spectroscopic measurements is not

easy at this time, considering the apparent larger departure from ionization

equilibrium as well as the lower available intensities.

However, from our basic experimental observations we were able to

characterize our neon plasmas in terms of:

- electron temperature range: 100-140 eV

- electron density range: 5-8.1021 cm"3

- ion velocity upper limit: 5.107 cm/s

- uniformity: variations in line intensities by a factor of 2 to 4 in

shots without the switch, negligible in shots with the PEOS.

Although time-resolved data are needed for any discussion of basic

processes in plasma formation, the space-resolved but time-integrated results

suggest that temperature/density variations exist along the plasma as well as

non-uniform ionic populations. A better uniformity is observed in the plasmas

generated with the PEOS, in agreement with the other diagnostic conclusions.

Nevertheless, due to the very nature of imploding plasmas, fast local variat-

ions of Te (heating) and Ne (heating and compression) occur, leading to non-

steady ionic populations and departure from ionization equilibrium. While our

spectral lines display no distinct asymmetry to discriminate between a

collapsing or an expanding plasma, our data, with different line widths for

both ions, seem to indicate that the beginning of intense x-ray emission

occurs prior to stagnation. At this point, it is clear that more diagnostics,

in particular the spectral line time--history, are needed to shed light on the

important topic of plasma hydrodynamic and atomic modeling.

In this report, most of our data interpretation focused on absolute line

intensity measurements but work is still in progress to interpret our line

profiles. In particular we shall attempt to correlate the observed line-shape
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spatial variation along the interelectrode gap with the so-called "zipper-

effect" described in imploding gas experiments (16) (17).
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Appendix

Geometrical Broadening of a spectral line associated with a'finite source

size

The "instrumental" width of spectral lines from plasmas with finite

radius rp are computed here for our particular spectrograph, a convex crystal

viewing the whole plasma diameter. The derivation is done for -he practical

geometry with a source-to-crystal distance L much larger than the plasma

radius (L>>rp).

Rays from two points P, P' in the plasma can therefore be diffracted at

two different locations S, S' on the film for the same wavelength A (same

Bragg angle 8).

Illustrating this effect (with a non-realistic scale) in Figure I we

consider the ray originating in P, incident at point A (on crystal) as the x

axis. With our geometry, this ray is perpendicular to 00', the z axis, 0

being the crystal axis intersection with the incident plane, 0' that of the

film cylinder with the same plane. The Bragg angle 8 at point A (Fig. I) is

thus simply equal to w for the ray from the source center. We shall use this

simplification in the final derivation.

OA = r = 3.81 cm

O'S=R =6.3cm z*
AS = U <U> =6.8 cm

O0'=Z=3cm S

PA = L

Figure I 4

P .- - - - x

0
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Since we want to calculate the distance SS' - ds on the film with ds -

Rd8 (R film radius) we begin by expressing the vector AS as a function of the

angle E. The magnitude U of AS can be computed separately and will be taken

as constant over our spectral range and with a KAP crystal.

Projecting AS on both axis gives two relations:

{ u sin (8+w) - R cos-r.cosw+Z

U cos (8+w) - - R sinp+r0 sinw

with Z - 00'

Eliminating u we obtain the relation between 0 and w for any Bragg angle e:

sin(9+w) (r sin 0-R sin#) - cos (9+w) (R cos6-rcosw +Z)

When the incident ray makes an angle dw (small) with the x axis as shown in

Fig. t at point A' (not at scale) the angle 0 changes by the amount do

according to:

RdE-sin(e+w-6) - dv[Z sin(E+z)+Rsin(e8+w-)]

We may now use the experimental relation w-e with ds-Rdo to obtain:

ds - dw [ + Zsin20 1
sin(2e-fi)J

The angle P is obtained from: a-arc sin(rsine-ucos2e)

We give below the calculated values of f, ds and dA using the reciprocal

dispersion from the observed spectra of 1.45 A/cm at 13 A and 1.65 A/cm at 10

A. We restricted the calculations to two lines He-a and L-, which is suffi-

cient to indicate that ds does not vary much over our spectral range.

line x A e degrees 6 ds cm dA A

He-a 13.45 30.4 -12.741 9 dw 13.1 dw

L-o 10.24 22.64 -31.781 8.5 dw 14 dw

We need to express the angular divergence dw in terms of the plasma radius rp.

It can be shown readily that:
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dwp p
L+rs inO L

For most of the spectra from which we derived line widths the distanct L from

source to crystal apex was about 87 cm. The spectral image breadth on each

side of the center (paraxial rays) has therefore a value dX p in A of 0.15 rp

for He-a and 0.16 rp for L-fi.

The plasma diameters determined from x-ray pinhole images at 3 different

locations along the plasma are given below. We mentioned on p.16 that they

represent upper limits, possibly much larger than the actual plasma size.

Plasma Diameter 2rp in cm

Shot Cathode Middle Anode

# vicinity gap region

2531 0.15 0.25 -0.3

2585 0.15 -0.2 0.2

2594 <0.1 0.2 0.2

For the longest distance used (L-158 cm), the line breadths from center

are only 0.08 rp for He-a and 0.09 rp for L-P.
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